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programAs more'ptychologists become involved in program
evaluation, program- evaluation courses have been developed by many
psychology departtlents fsychology .graduate students (N=19)

rparticipated.id-a,semester-long Simulation
,students

Studedts divided
Into stall 4rOups, and each group submitteA a written proposal for, '-
evaluaffng,tHre Counselin4,,service of `a fiptional cammdnitx agericy.
Stlidents4could quest4on-dtbe agency director, rolepiayed by-the
instructor, to obtain evaluation -rele,gint informatOn which had been .

intentionally othitted from descriptiv4 materialsrabo4t4the agency. A
second proposal was alsd written and submitted by ehch,group. The
groups then analyzed a, fictitious set of pee-and post-measures
describing ehe,psychosogial adjustment .'of three client subgroups, and
prepared a comprehensive final ,evaluation report that included the

. results'. Data relevant to the .effectiveness of the
simulation was generated from 4ueitioriairescompleted.-by -

participants, questions asked by the':groups, the proposals and final
.report, and the ltitruCtores infoimil ,observations. Both the_
performance of the'stildents-dnring the sgalatfon and their
subsequent evaluation of the 1imulation effectiveness.indidated that..
the mutation wais inVolving and educational: The findings suggest
tha 'teaching evaluation research via simulation nee(( not be confined
to'short-term Courses. (Author/NRE)
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Teaching Evaluation Research

via a Semester-Long Simulation

In recent years a growing nuRber of psychologists?. especially

those in'the field of community-psychology, have become involved

in program evaluation (e.g.; Cowen & c ten,i1980; Dowell & Kriesel,

1981; Guttentag &.Struening, 1975; Lachenm yer; 2980; Perloff &

Perloff,.19?7; 8pielberr, PiaCente & 1976; Stenmark,. )

1977). Not surprisingly, this trend.haS been:htpanied by the

,
development' of program evaluation courses in psych logy departments

.

,4

,,
across the country. Ideally, these courses would al ays provide

. .

.

students with the opportunity.to supplement their clas rood-- learning

with some form of participation in an actual programevaluation.

).What oPtion's are available to the instructor, hOwevek, when the

opportunity to'evaluate a "real world" program does not exist foi' .

all of the cl ass? One possibiliq is to Ve.stddents engage in a

'simulated program evaluation. Northman'(Note 1) reports succeSs-
..

with suCh'an approach when it was. used as. part of a one-week'insti-
/

tute in program, planning and elialuation.attended by human service

.

-__administators, clinicians, and'graduate students. The present
,

paper.dgsdribes a more elaborate simulation employed in a semester-

long graduate course in evaluation research.

,L
.

'Method
, ti

Participants '
.

.-.
. _ .

.. '

.
, =

Nit:lateen-students in an M.A. program ih clinical.e.community.
.

psychology paiii4pated,in.the slmu ion, which was conducted as
__,
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part of an evaluation research'course.,, There were also eight
.

students in the-course who ii'ad the opportunity,to evaluate real
. ./

programs. These 4411/duals .did not'participate.in the simulation.

and their-experiences will not'be focused on in-this paper.

Procedure

Phase 1 (weeks 1-5); Early in the.seMester students so rted
. r

themselves into groups of three or four members each for the-simula- -

tion. A one-page'description of the "Midtown Multi-Seryice Center,"

a fictitious-community agency, was given to students in each of the

five groups.that were formed.1 Intentionally omitted from this

description was information which a skilled ehluatorwould probably

wish to examine before, generating an evaluation. plan (e:g., an orgafl-

izational chart depicting the Center's structure in detail).' Most .

of.the description dealt with the Center's counseling service, which-

the organization' Board' of Directors was asking each group to ,°

evaluate.

-The first task, for each group was to submit to the Be d° a

written proposal. (8-10 pages) for-evaluating the counseling service.
.

Each group was instructed to address the following questionS in its

proposal:
,\)0

I..: At a general level, how should the.evaluatiorctask be'
l

J

conceptualizedT: ;-.
. ,

2. What, special evaluation problems are associated, with this

task and /or, setting, and how might these problems' be handled?':

3e WhetiMethods should be used to determine the goals Of -the . ..-,.

A
I t

. .

,. e

-counseling serv ice ?.
.

.;
. .

4. What criteria should be used to delect a.subset of these ... ,,,
.

.
.

.

,
-,-

goals upon which the evaluation might focus? ,1/4 .

,

.

4
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3.

0 r

44;

5. r 4at is an approp iate researc, designfor assessing the

counseling service's pe formance with respeot to a.2'given subset of g.

th4Se:goals2

6. To what extent is it feasible and appropriate to evaluate

the counseling service on the dimensions of effort,, efficiency,

process, and adequacy: oAerformance(Suchman, 1967, pp. 60 -71)?

In the course of preparing its proposal each group could subtit

five questions in writing to the Center's Executive Director, who

was role-played by the course's instructor. It was the instructor's

expectation that questions would focus on information whichwas

missing lom the one-page description of the enter but which class

lectures Iliad indicated was relevant to preparing an evaluation

-
Proposal.

t.

For, the purpose of responding to the questions and clarifying'

any misunderstandings concerning these responses, a meeting was held

-.-

between.each group and the director. Some answers could simply be

given orally, while others were sufficiently coMpleic -arid/or detailed'

that a written reply was required. oa

Phase 2 (Weeks 6-9)* After the ropoials wereeValua ed by

-the instructor and returned, a second propo6a was requeste . This

.propo4a1,Was to contain the following:

1. A more detailed description of tile experimental or quasi-,

experimental evaluation research,design which the.group recommended

in its:initialiprdposal-.- (If the group was unhapprwith.the first
. -*

design, it could modify' it for the second. proposal.), This .required

-

a discussion of:
f

f I :
4

A. h6wtthe design' handled' each of the major threat to!'''

validityou'tlined. by Campbell and Stanley (1966); 44.



4.

b. }ow blocking,concomitant variables, and/or factorial

design would be employe cif at all);

c. how subject would 1 assignedto experimental and

.

control conditionst and
),

d. the time frame'and'sample size/or the study.

, 2. A general discussion of theprocess and outcome measures
0. .

to be. used in the evaluation.

3.. -.4", one-page questionnaire constructed by the group which

would assess thegbard of Directors' perceptions of 'phe counseling

service on, issues relevaht to the evaluation.

.
4. A discussion of how the data emerging from the evaluation

might be used in agency decision-making.

.
AS was the case with the simulatiods first phae, each group

could' addrOs five questioris to the director.

4.
,

Ph se 3 (Weeks 10-14?. . The iimulatioh final stage presented

the- groups with two tasks. First, each group'analyzed a fictitious

_

set of ,ere- and pot-measures.prepared4by the instructor describing

. the psychosocialg adjustment of three subgroups (depressed, psychotic;

nxious) of tlie,counselinqfservice's clients. (All participants in '
4

the simulatibn received the 'same data.) the data were constructed .

t
so_ that each. subgroup exhibited , a different ,pattern of improvement/

0

honimprovement.

Second, each group
. ,.

,

reciort for -the .Boar

anallisiv as one component.. I
it'

to,Makewhatever'recommenaationsiconsidered.eppropriate to enhance
. . ,

-
th0

-

iuntioning,of.the e. m i n seling.Ser.vice., On, Ce aga--i--.

,n---

, : f estiona=-.--
.

. ,

.
.

,, .. . ,

e 41oWed. The simulation endfd wfth'the instructor's' evaluatio
,

'prepared a comprehensive final

h included the 'results of the

evaluation

preceding

report each group was instructed

-
a.

6



of these reports..

.
(1

Data relevant

four major sources

cipant's after the

the proposals and

observations.

.

ResUlts-'

5.

to the-effectiveness-of the simulation come f

: an anonymou.s'questionnaire-completed by-parti-
.

ourse'end&I; thequestions asked by the groups;
'

final. reports'; and the Instructor's .informal

Questionnaire Responses

.Responses toLikert-type tams on the questionnaire indicated

hat students evalpated the simulation quite:1Tos1ively., Specifi-
.

lly, the simulation was seen, as.a,

and effective teaching devic which

well:-Cirganized, interesting,
CS

contribued-sigrlificantly to

the''quality of the course (see Appendix A, items 1-4
P
). The omission

of relevant information from the Multi-Service Center ,description,

the procedure 'of allOwingAroups.to question the director, and the

requirement of
)

three papei'S during the. simulation were all viewed

as pedagogically useful (see Appendix AI'ltets 5-7).

Participants believed that the simulation &early succeeded in

giving them the opportaity to: 1. apply in an-evaluation 'setting
i. .

. , .

the approaches and techniques discussed in class-t and 2. aPpreapte

"first-hand". some of the difficulties involvs0-1p1 doing an evalua-
.

.tion (see AppendixB, items 1, 2). With )respect to the gogl of
..

.

having students experience the processes involved, in workingon art

evaluation team, the simulationlfared less well: half of the

resporitients,jddged the simulation to only be "somewhat" successful

that' ain achieving at objective (see Appendix ,-item 3):..
. J

A4

.



it &should be noted that althoughgthe partic4pts tended to
k

frbelieve that, the simulation resulted in'leSs.learning for them than
- .

participating in a reaf evaluation would have, they alsO thought

the former technique allpged for more fair and Liuitable'grading of"
. .

'rstudents than the latter (see Appendix A, items 8, 9). /-

When asked in an open-ended question., to indicate what was the

most valuable aspect of the simulatiori for them, most participants

.
.pOinted-either'to the opportunity to apply concepts learned in'

class or, more specifically, to the challenge involved in developing

'an apprOpriate research disign for their proposal. When the question

focused on the least valuOle aspect-of the simulation, the most

frequent response dealt with.the statistical analysis thatstudents

t
1 .

had to perform on the -data set prokvided them by the instructor.

Group Questions

The groups generally made good use of their allotted questions .

400

to focus on the-information gaps characterizing the description of
4 -

the setting. Inquiries ktiatinely dealt with such issues as the

Centers'organizational structure, its official mandate, the demo-

graphic characteristics of the counseling service's.clientele, the

.
.

. range of client problems, encountered, ana the procedures -for assigning.

,.

.clients to staff. -

Ai
.

.

..
4

On occasion the information requested (e.g.,,' the Center's annual.

.--- -\
.

report) 'exceedei,1 in scope what the instructor could provide. There
/.-

were,alsoltimes when, either deliberately or,inadvertentiy, groups

presented as one-question what actually were two clearly separable

'inquiries.' In,iphese instances. the instructor would respond by drawing

.
the group's. attention to the'problem and asking them either to with-



7., . .

,
v,-....

, ,/ .

. .

. .

. , .

draw one of the questions or to present them as two distinct items.:)

Proposals and Final Reports

The quality.of.the-proppsals and final reports Varied from group

to giloup, ranging from acceptable but mediodre to outstanding. Not

'
surprisingly, there Seemed,to.be a positive relationship between the

.

quality of the question's a group asked during a gvenwphaseof the

s1Mulation and the quality of the proposal or report ii subSequently
.

roduced.. In addition, groups primarily composed of individuals whO

excelled in traditional classroom activities (e:g., tests) also tended

-to do, well in the simulation},. In assessing the significance of these

relationships -caution needs to be exercised, however, Agiven'that all

.
4

evaluations of student perfabnce.eillanated-7from the: same source,

Ctor. ;t
;

Informal Observations

StudentS. appeared'th,become:quite involved in the simulation

and devoted significantly more nut-of-class time to. it than the

instructor had expected they would. iWbile this latter occurrence

may have been partially due to the similationfrequiring more work

. on t6e part of'students-than had beep intended, the students'

, .

s perception of their task as a challenging-and intriguing one,also
,

.

1.. ,

.

seemed to be a major contributing factor. ,0 -

. ,
1

A moderately competitiVe'atmosphereleveleped among'thb groups,
.

.

... -rNN.,-.
-

.

accompanied by .expressions. af.anxiety and frustration (e.g. "Too

.' ',
.

.

.

many things-abeyorid oyi control here! "; "We 'cicin't'halib enough "
,informationl",- "There's never enough time! ") familiar to anyone.

--° .

whO. has been-a fledgling evaluator in the,r4Oal worl.d. In addition,

, 0

A
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throughout_the simulationthe groupi- could be observed grapilling,

witha variety of prdeesi itsues (e.g.; methods of deciSion-making,

intra-group conflicts communication) relevant to small -group

dynamics,

DiscussLon.

The findings of this study suggest that teachingtevaluation

research via simulatiOn need not be confined to short-term courses.

It must be emphasized, however, that.sonducting a simulated program

evaluation is no substitute for conducting a real one, and the firs

,priority of instructors should be to provide their students with the

-latter experienCe.

'PAphdps'the ideal arrangement would be one where a simulated
/

6valuationswas condlicted during the first semester of a two- Semester

program evaluat4 course, with a real ev uation taking'placeduring

the second.semeser. SUch an approach would result in studnts'being

better prepared for-the'real evaluation than if they wa: exposed

bo,th to,the course content and to the real evaluation simultaneciusly,,'

Oftee the'case.

evaluation it would be
--.S

;ndeedl'in a course involving a real program

inP structive to'have three groups of, students

whose performances could be compared:' the first group would be one

which had teceived no training in evaluation prior-to the semester

in que.sto7;7the.second would I-lave had a lecture course only; and

the third would have had a lectUre course which included aesimulatiOn.
a

Regardless of 'hOw a simulation is integrated into a 'course

sequence in program evaluation., the simulation described in this

paper' could be imprarecT_in several ways. Several questionnaire ,

10

:'
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respondents suggested tht the process ofsforlitu sting questikins for

the director would be facilitated if some guidelines were provided

by the instructor. These guidelines would obviously not focus on

the content of the questiOns, bu t would instead deal

issues as format and scope.

ith'Such

Confusion on the part of students during the simulation woula

also be reduced if.clearer guidelines were provided concerning the

expected format for the other written assignmeRts; 'Distributing

sample proposals and final reports to,the class, would-probably be,

helpful here.

Rather than giving -all groups the same pre- and post-data to
, .

analyze, different sets of data appropriate'to the designs proposed

by each group might he used. This procedure would link in a more

meaningful way-the task of 'preparing the fin41 report 1(o that of

/
werating the proposals. Queati8nnaire responses indicated. that'

' 4 the major reason, for the data-analysis phase being so frequent1,

oited as the least. valuable aspect. of the simulation was that many

, of the students were quite disappointed at not being allowe42'io: ...
.

. .

.

. .
.

'follow through on their own designs. Since thevtask of.indiVidual-

jzing dalasets Woull significantly increase the'instructor's.work-
,

load, however, ,it might only. be feasible"ip courses where 4 graduate'.

: -

. assistant, was-available. -
,

. -
. -

1r.

More could be learned from the'simulation if it incorporated
. ,

in greater measure the burealcratic processes, political conflicts,

and budgetary, with which one must contend in real evalua-

tions.

, ,

1 tions This.might be-achieved in part by'making.the initial setting
--..

.
. , .0.

descriptions mere elaborate, though care must be taken to preserve

/ ,

...;... 1
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., ... ' ht.. .
'the information gaps that students should fill.in themselves through .

questions'.° One could also increase the simulatiorfs ability to capture.
. . -

the. ongoing dynamics' of evaluation
. by. i-ntroaucing 'information at'

. --
. . . - ,

various dintS, throughoU t the simulation _which complicated the .
.

4 ° . I ,

' scenario. Ih addition-; groups could be permitted to ciuesti-ori a .
e.

0

variety of individuals within and outside; of the agency as role-,.:

layed by the Instructor, with the latter being free. to exhibit

varying degrees of)cooperativeness, serecy, trust, etc.. ii4.
,.

0
The rictiriess of a given program, evaluatiOn -simulation, .n terms

,... . .
_ .

of the amount' of realistd detail chaiacterizing it, will tend to
increase from 'semester to semester as the instructor adds a few. nevi'

r °
touches each time. . A particularly effective means of accomplishing

I
.

.
.

- th i s is to generfte ,supporting fo( x the , simulatiqn in the'.

itl..form of fictitious' n.anual. reports, stuff haodbooks, fundg proposal, 1

-- ' .
. .

. ,,. .
,

osummary_minuths of qtaff and-board meetings', etc.. Ihdeed, as this a

'3.., 6 .

.

auxiliary material accumulates the sylulaiSil setting'aLmost bOgins

,,S , c

°to take. On a li.fg of frt., oi,vh: ? i .. i° ... .

tr. , ,C,
.

. . t (.:
4

Finally.; 'the systematic recording bf quesioris asked, by the i..
.

. _
. .. .

.grodps wouldNassist
.
the' "insruc&ir__, in idet:ttLfying. areas of program *, .

. . os .
., -

.- ..

evaluation that warrant greater. ateniion in. course lecture's . 'at'. ..
7.

; I

would ima portant here toi assess Mot only. whether tlyer appropriate
_ . . .. .

domains of program evaluation wire being addressed by the questions, -
.. , . .. . . 'J.

but also-whether t'he questions were formulated. in ,a, .way which indiCated-
.

. - r.1 ,.
an aciegyfrte unairstaidihg of h.6w to solicit informationw thin a,

/ . .- (
gi-i.r.e.n domain. WO the ijr'oufps, questions are .exalnined kin ,this fashion,

. ,4" s
,

. .. o . , /
.

'1 the simulation becomest a method for increasing not only the student's .

. - . , . . . . ,

effectivenes in the real world, bUt ft he instructor's effettivenesS

v in the classroord..at well.' ,



Appendix 'A

ff.
Sd.thillatipti. Questionnaire Results: I

Item .

1. : How well (organize did you feel, thee simulated

Mean .

Resoonse

evaluation was? 1=very well organized, 7=very ... , ,
poorly organized] 3.44

;. .L .-
. 4. How. interesting did you find the simulated .

' _evaluation? O =very interesting, 7=not at all
interesting , . . 4. : .3.00

- ,. - , .

, 3. How_ would yourate the overall effectiveness of "..

the simulated evaluation as a teaching device?.
5=very effective, 7=not at all effectivel 24,19 <-

4. If the simulated evaluation were removed from the. . - crourse Iwith no other ,procedure substituted), what
'do You think would' be the, effect on' the course?.
(1=would igr ea t 1 y decreage its quality, t 7=would

increasegreatly ncrease its. quality) .
).

, .-
,.. 2:13

, ? _ ,
, . .In the simulated eyaluation an, att'en:Ipt was made to

.--- approximate, the difficulties. often faced by a real
'eiiraluation team by not -initially revealing all of .'
the infOrrnation -a4out the hypothetical agency: that,
was needed..to -complete the evaluation. Hoid useful

,.a teaching device do you feel this _procedure was?
'g=very- useful , 7=not 'at all, useful

. r . . .2.,"V
, . e

6. .Five questions concerning unknown facts about the'
agency were allowedpefore each of the proposals
and final reports w re due. How useful a teaching

'-.device do you feel thid procedure was? livery ,use-
. 4, ful, 7=not at all Useful] , ''.- . 3.31

. . ..
. -

.. Three papers were required during the semester: an
. initial proposal, a 'second proposal, and a final

evaluation report. How uSeful, a teaching deVice do
you feel this proCedure was? .C1=very useful, .7=not
at all 'uSbfull _

., ,. , ,

. - Compared to the atudents who carticipated. in ;a real
eyaluation during- the semester, how, much do you think ,.
you-learned Lroin: the 'simulated evaluation? ,3.=much .

more _than they ,didl. 7=much less than they di . ;4.25

'2.25

, .

9. .Compared' to a real evaluation,' to what, extent .dp you'
feel_ that the simulated evaluation' technique. allowed,
for fair, equitable 'grading of course 'work? (1Esimulated.0

'.evaluati.pn much more fair., ,.7=sirnuleted 'evaluation much
less: fair-3 - ',' ...

.-, .,

"n#16: '13-

o

t 111
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Appendix B

1.2.

5/

Simulation Questionnaire Results: .11

't

N...;----,
,

\ NO.
...
of responses .

Ik-

.
very moderately not
well Well , sOmewha!t minimally at all

To what extent db you-
feel the simulated evalua-
tion achieved each of the
following objectives?.
/".'\

1. ' To link the clais
lectures with an
o'portunity to apply
these apprbaches and
techniques in an
evaluation setting. 6

)1

2. To appreciate "first-
hand" some of the dif-
ficulties involved in'
actually doi an
evaluation.

3. ,To. experience the
process involved when
one works - -as a member
"of I group assigned
the task,of conducting
an evaluation. 6

. 04,

-r

4
-

.0

4

'r

8 .2'

6.,

*-

.

I.

.14

3

a

1.

No

Via mi
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